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The analysis of return-volume correlation is one of basic contents studied 
by technical analysis of security investment. The methods adopted by analysts of 
security investment are divided into two types: one is the fundamental analysis, 
and the other is the technical analysis. Under the present condition, technical 
analysis is the most popular method used by investors. The most basic 
expression of market behavior is price and trading-volume. The past and present 
trading-volume and price include the past and present market behavior. 
Trading-volume and price are the basic elements of technical analysis, which 
focus on the study of correlation between return and volume to serve the 
decision-making on security investment by analyzing and forecasting the future 
tendency of price change. 
The dissertation study the specific form of the relationship between return 
and volume and their dynamic Granger causality completely and systematically 
by applying the modern econometric model .The trading-volume play a more 
and more important role in the modern capital market study. To sum up, the 
main significance of the study of the relationship between return and volume 
lies in: (1) providing advice for the practice of security investment; (2)perfecting 
the theory of asset pricing and understanding the market micro structure more 
deeply; (3)providing the theoretical support for the empirical study of capital 
market. 
This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter One we give the study 
background and purpose, and point out the importance of the study of the 
relationship between return and volume .In Chapter Two we make a literature 
review on the study of the relationship between return and volume, and 
introduce some relevant theory models. In Chapter Three we examine the 
statistical characteristics of stock return and trading-volume. First we detailed 
the sample selection and periods partition, then we analyze the key statistical 
characteristics of stock return and trading-volume, and discuss the 















correlation between stock return and trading-volume and their dynamic linear 
Granger causality with a conclusion that there exist a significant positive 
correlation and complicated bidirectional causality between stock return and 
trading-volume. In chapter five we examine the various trading-volumes’ 
influence on return volatility respectively on the base of 
MDH(Mixture-of-distributions Hypothesis).The final test results show that the 
unexpectable trading-volume(trading-volume with information)has stronger 
ability to explain the return volatility than the expectable 
trading-volume(trading-volume without information),and we analyze the 
evolution of china stock market efficiency briefly. In Chapter Six we sum up the 
conclusion of the dissertation, put forward some policy suggestions, and point 
out the deficiencies of our study and the future study object. 
The major contributions of this dissertation are: (1)we analyze the 
statistical characteristics of stock return and trading-volume especially the 
autocorrelation and weekday effect. (2)when we test the  dynamic linear 
Granger causality ，we find the evidence of bidirectional causality between 
stock return and trading-volume with the test results of various periods’ sample, 
and point out the possible error of the test conclusion by using the early sample. 
(3)when we divide the trading-volume into various parts according to their 
various qualities, we use the VAR (vector autoregression) Model with two 
variables to divide the trading-volume into unexpectable 
trading-volume(trading-volume with information)and the expectable 
trading-volume(trading-volume without information),which can extract the most 
information about the tendency of trading-volume change from the historical 
transactions data to perfect the dividing method and make the test results 
robust.(4)we divide the samples into three periods besides the all samples to 
examine whether there exist significant differences between the various periods, 
and we get some meaningful conclusion. 
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